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Demand High Teaching 

Inspired by Jim Scrivener & Adrian Underhill
This version of the session created by Michael Griffin 

(With a lot of help from Steve Brown) 



Session Plan 

● Intro (Why this topic? Why I am I here?) 
● Warning and apologies 
● Aims and more
● Defining DHT/Questions to consider 
● Good Teaching Practice? 
● Examples of DHT 
● DHT and You 
● Questions and answers (Questions ok anytime) 



Warnings and apologies 
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Aims 

1. Stir things up a bit. 
2. Everyone gets an idea/clearer idea of what DHT 

is. 
3. Everyone can articulate what DHT is and how it 

might apply to their teaching. 
4. Everyone starts “demanding high” on Monday. 
5. Change the face of English teaching as we 

know it. 



What is Demand High Teaching? 

???

(What is it not?) 





Questions to consider 

Do you ever feel you are just “going through the 
motions” when teaching? 

Do you ever get the feeling your students would 
rather be doing something else? 

Are we teaching for “teaching’s sake?”



Questions raised by DHT
*Are our learners capable of more, much more?
*Have the tasks and techniques we use in the class 

become rituals and ends in themselves?
*How can we stop “covering” material and focus on 

the potential for deep learning?
*What tweaks and adjustments can we make to shift 

the focus of teaching to learning? 



Good Teaching Practice? 
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Received Contemporary Teaching 
Ritualized 
Teacher as hub
Abdicated facilitation  
Little language upgrade 
Praise all learner attempts
Get correct answer, move on
Questions test answers
Don’t put students in spotlight 
Fun added on

  



Received DHT 
Ritualized 
Teacher as hub
Abdicated facilitation  
Little language upgrade 
Praise all learner attempts
Get correct answer, move on
Questions test answers
Don’t put students in spotlight
Fun added on  

“Go where the learning is”
Everyone interacts
Active interaction 
management
Lots of language upgrade
Give precise feedback 
Keep improving answers 
Questions show progress 
Work one on one in class 
Engagement is critical 

  



Received DHT 

Main goal= 
Communicate and get corrrect  

Main goal= 
Playful and continual upgrade 



Questions raised by DHT
*Are our learners capable of more, much more?
*Have the tasks and techniques we use in the class 

become rituals and ends in themselves?
*How can we stop “covering” material and focus on 

the potential for deep learning?
*What tweaks and adjustments can we make to shift 

the focus of teaching to learning? 



Questions….Answers 

(Maybe) 



Revisiting aims 

Which, if any, were met? 

1. Stir things up a bit. 
2. Everyone gets an idea/clearer idea of what DHT is. 
3. Everyone can articulate what DHT is and how it might 

apply to their classes. 
4. Everyone starts demanding high on Monday. 
5. Change the face of English teaching as we know it. 



Thank you! 

Ways to continue the conversation: 

Email: michaelEgriffin@gmail.com

Twitter: @michaelegriffin 

Blog: http://eltrantsreviewsreflections.wordpress.com/

           (just google “ELT, rants”) 
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